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• With recent Microstation updates, Digital Maps, and the implementation of 
ProjectWise our old workflow will need to change.  

• We have updated the RW2d.dgn Seed file, and ODOT Cadastral.cel file. 
• Working with the New workflow for ProjectWise brings up many questions. 
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Working with the updated RW2d.dgn Seed 
and Basic ProjectWise Workflow for  

Right of Way Engineering 
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SeedRW2d.dgn has been updated with “Lucida Sans True Type fonts” and now 
has “annotatable” cell map borders that are ready for any scale that is desired. 
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All Models are set at Full Size 1=1 so that they are ready too be set to the needed scale 
for your project. 
A new Model “RW Base” has been added to accommodate the new ProjectWise 
workflow. 
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Updated and Streamlined “Notes Model” also a new “Flying T” the red color will 
print out when using the “rw” pen table. 
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Annotatable Cells for all Map Borders. Again all models are set at Full Size 1=1. 
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To use the new borders Simply set your desired scale, then attach your “Self Referenced 
RW Design Model”. Now you can move the border to the “Coordinate Correct” area you 
are working in. If the scale will not work simply change it. Once all is where you want it 
Simply drop the complex of the cell and go to work. 
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The “A” and “B” map borders have been updated and notice the end notes are 
gone! These are also annotatable cells that are ready for any scale. 
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One of the changes with the Annotation cell is that the “Scale Bar” is included. 
Once you have your scale set you will need to edit the “Scale Bar” appropriately. 
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A highly used set of map borders is the “Sketches.” This set of 6 different 
borders are a single cell. Using these will require a new but easy workflow. 
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Before you do anything with the Sketches you may want to copy the “Model” so 
that you can have multiple scales. By copying the model first the annotation cell 
is copied. This is new but allows you the ability to use the annotation 
capabilities for your different needs. 
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Once you set your desired Model scale you may need to grab the “Model Note 
text” and move it back out of your way.  
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Now that your all set just drop the complex status and the borders and their 
elements are ready to go to work as we always have. The benefit of the 
annotation is that the text, border size, scale bar etc. are all ready to work with. 
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Now that you have dropped status edit the project data etc. and simply select 
the “whole” border/borders and copy as many as you need and continue setting 
up your Sketches as usual. 
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This is just a “General” guidance for a ProjectWise workflow for RW Engineering 
projects. Follow all “Agency” directives for Naming files, importing, saving, and 
working within ProjectWise. 
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Within ProjectWise you will have at least 2 DGN files S_K#####_rw_wrk_##.dgn created 
from the RW2d seed and it will live in the “Survey” directory for your project. 
You will also need to create a new 2d dgn from the ODOT 2d seed and name it 
S_K#####_rw_bas_##.dgn and it will live in the “3_Base_Files” directory for your project. 
In this Base dgn you will need to create one new “Model” named RW Base. This is where 
you will “Import” your RW Base model from your working dgn into. 
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In the RW Base model of the wrk dgn self reference in your RW Design model 
after you have your “resolved” right of way established and ready to pass on to 
the design team. 
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Once your RW Design model is attached use a filter or turn off all data except 
resolved/existing RW lines, property lines, and PLS data. Do not include any 
property text, RW text etc. This is done to create a “clean” useable dgn for 
drafters and designers to use. 
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Now select your filtered graphics and copy into your RW Base model. You now 
can turn off the reference or detach it. You see that there’s only the few 
“survey” levels which makes it very easy for other disciplines to work with. This 
model is now ready to be “Imported” into the Base dgn you created. 
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Now when “Proposed RW” design is complete and you’re ready to upload that data to 
the Base dgn just repeat the process but add in the new Proposed RW lines and 
Easement text only! You can blow away all the old or just bring in the new?  
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At this time and in this model “May” be a good time and place to follow the 
Tech Bulletin from December 22, 2016 that directs us to “break” the “existing 
RW” and “property lines” that are within the “New RW”  
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One way to accomplish this by using the “Break element” tool and “Intersection 
snap. Or your desired method. Do this for the whole project. 
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Once you have all the lines “Broke/Separated” you can change just the level of 
the lines inside of the “New RW” 
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Now the plans drafter and designers can “Simply and Cleanly” display the “New RW” for 
their plan sheets etc. 
The Model is now ready to be “Imported” into the Base dgn and override the old data. 
Both the “Existing” and “New” RW can live in one model for the team to use. 
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Last but not “Least” We have updated the “Cadastral.cel” library. 
This included “Cleaning  out” old cells that are no longer needed or duplicates 
from ODOT.cel, and updating all the font to Lucida Sans “True Type”. 
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Any Questions, Comments or Concerns Please Contact RW 
Engineering Section at: 

Scott Morrison, PLS 
Lead Right of Way Surveyor 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
Geometronics Unit 
4040 Fairview Industrial Drive S.E., MS-4 
Salem, OR 97302-1142 
Voice 503.986.3672 
Scott.R.MORRISON@odot.state.or.us 

Paul J. Morin, PLS  
Engineering Automation Section  
Geometronics Unit  
Right of Way Engineering Group  
4040 Fairview Industrial Drive SE, MS #4  
Salem, OR 97302-1142  
Phone: (503) 986-3034  
paul.j.morin@odot.state.or.us  

Michael  R. Fallert  P.L.S. 
Rotational Development Right of Way 
Surveyor 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
Geometronics Unit 
4040 Fairview Industrial Drive S.E., MS-4 
Salem, OR 97302-1142 
(503)986-7143 
Michael.Fallert@odot.state.or.us 
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